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ing from exchange of an exotic meson (or its
Regge trajectory). However in the case of Re-
action (1), present knowledge is not sufficient to
distinguish between these two exchange mech-
anisms.

"Single-exchange forbidden" reactions, like (1),
were also observed in pp and meson-nucleon
collisions. The reaction pp-Z'Z was observed
between 2 and 7 GeV/c. ' However its cross sec-
tion is smaller than (1) and it drops faster with
energy, like P„t, ~"".' Substantial forward

peaks were observed in the reactions p'n- w

and p p-K'Y*(1385) between 2 and 4 GeV/c. '
However it is not clear that all these reactions
can be explained in the same way as (1). For
instance, the exotic bb meson of Rosner' is not
coupled to mesons and cannot explain the meson-
nucleon reactions.

More experiments on forbidden reactions above
4 GeV/c and direct search for exotic mesons
are required in order to solve the basic questions
of the existence of exotic states and their im-
portance in high-energy reactions.
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The N*(1730) with a mass of 1730+ 15 MeV and a width of 130+ 30 MeV is produced in
the reaction m P ~ N*(1730)+ at 6 GeV/c. The principal decay mode of this N* is Nwx
and not Qm. The Nx decay rate is found to be much smaller, and the AK decay rate is
found to be much larger than the accepted rates for the well-known N&g&*(1680) states
(D5i~ and E5~2), thus establishing that the object that we observe is not the Nqi2*(1680).

Recent production experiments have indicated
that there may exist a nuclear isobar decaying in-
to New and AK with a mass of -1710 MeV, some-
what above that of the well-known N, y, *(1680).' '
Arguments that this object differs from the

N, ~,*(1680) rest primarily on the small mass
difference, since no single production experi-
ment has observed a11 possible decay modes.
Formation experiments indicate one or more
possible resonances decaying into Nw and/or Ali
in the N*(1680) region with a branching ratio
Nm/Nmm of approximately 1.4

The data presented here come from an expo-
sure of the Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNL) 80-in. hydrogen bubble chamber to a
6 GeV/c n' beam.

The reactions of interest are

m p-r X'

w+p —w+X'

L-n".
Our sample consists of -70000 two-prong, 30000
four-prong, 4000 six-prong, 1000 eight-prong,
and 20000 strange particle events. These events
were measured on the BNL flying-spot digitizer.
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For the four-, six-, and eight-prong samples,
only events with one non-minimum-ionized posi-
tive track were measured. This selection gives
a sample of identifiable proton events with proton
laboratory momenta less than 1.5 GeV/c, and
does not affect our subsequent analysis. For the
two-prong n'P samples, only events with non-
proton tracks were analyzed.

The Pw+w mass spectrum from the Pm 'm

final state is shown in Fig. 1(a), where the more
peripheral of the two possible Pn'w combina-
tions for each event is plotted. A clear enhance-
ment of approximately 6 standard deviations is
seen in the Pn'7r spectrum at 1730 MeV with a

smaller enhancement at -1470 MeV. Fitting an
s-wave Breit-signer resonance and estimated
background to the data as shown yields a mass
m of 1730+15 MeV and width I' of 130+30 MeV
for the 1730 enhancement. The uncertainty in
the estimate of different background levels is re-
flected in the large error in width; however, it
does not affect the central mass value of this
resonance. The fitted mass value is inconsistent
with that of the N, ~,*(1680). To determine wheth-
er the N*(1730) decays into 4(1238)w, we made
a direct fit to the pm'w Dalitz-plot (not shown)
density using the maximum-likelihood technique.
A standard Breit-Wigner resonant shape was as-
sumed for the 6(1236). The results are displayed
in Fig. 2(a) which shows that there is no signifi-
cant &(1236)"n contribution to the N*(1730)'
while an enhancement is clearly present in the
uncorrelated P~'w system, Fig. 2(b). We have
also looked for a pp' decay mode and found none.
A smooth curve calculated from the parameters
obtained from the fit in Fig. 1(a) is seen to give
a good fit to the enhancement in Fig. 2(b). The
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FIG. 1. Mass spectrum, E, recoi1ing against 7I

as indicated from the reactions 7I. p -7I. X+. See text
for detai1s.

F1G. 2. (a) The &++x component of the P~+w mass
spectrum. (b) The non-&++ii component of the P7i+w

mass spectrum.
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number of events under the curve in Fig. 2(b) is
consistent with the number under the curve in
Fig. 1(a) and indicates that the 1730-MeV en-
hancement decays entirely into an uncorrelated
Pw'w system, a result in agreement with Ref. 2
but in disagreement with Ref. 3. Due to this un-
correlated three-body decay, it is not possible
to make predictions for the decay rates into
nw'w' and Pw'w'. However, an attempt is made
to obtain the "nm'm'" mass spectrum from the re-
actions w p-w [w'n+ neutral(s)] where the mass
of n+ neutral(s) is greater than the neutron
mass, ' as shown in Fig. 1(b), and the "pw'w"'

mass spectrum from the reactions w p —w

(p+neutrals) where the mass of neutrals is
greater than one w' mass, ' as shown in Fig. 1(c).
A significant 1730-MeV enhancement is present
in "nw'w "but not "Pw'w"'. The "nw'w"' enhance-
ment in Fig. 1(b) is believed to be due to nw'w'

and not to nx' plus two or more r 's, since a
search for the analogous decays Pw'w w' and
Pw'w w'w (not shown) indicates no N*(1730) sig-
nal. An s-wave Breit-Wigner resonance with a,

fixed width of 130 MeV and a smooth background
fitted to the "nz'wo" enhancement gives a cen-
tral mass of 1710+25 MeV in good agreement
with the better determined pw'w state. The
lack of any marked 1730-MeV enhancement in
"pwow'" supports our earlier conclusion that
&*(1730)does not decay into ~w, since in this
case equal enhancements should appear in "nn'm'"
and pww.

We have also examined the slope, b, of the
production differential cross sections do/dt=ae"
for pw'w and "nw'w" in the N*(1730) mass re-
gion for It(- 0.5 GeV and obtained b(pw+w )
=4 a 1 and b("nw'w'") = 5+ 1.5 GeV ', respective-
ly. This further substantiates the similarity be-
tween these two decay modes of the same reso-
nance. In this respect, it is interesting to note
that the value of b for the enhancement at -1470
MeV obtained from this experiment [Fig. 1(a)] is
8+1 GeV '.

We have estimated that there are about 140
+40 events from "n~'m'" and 20+ 20 events from
"Pw w

" that contribute to the iV*(1730)' corre-
sponding to 37 + 9 pb in cross section. This plus
the contribution from pw'w (345 + 60 events
corresponding to 41+7 pb) gives a cross section
of 78+12 pb for the production of the N*(1730)'
-Nww in the reaction w P —w N*(1730) ' at 6
GeV/c. The quoted errors are statistical and do
not include the systematic errors. The uncer-
tainties in absolute cross sections can be as
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FIG. 3. Nm mass spectra as shown.

large as 509o. This, however, does not affect
the ratios of cross sections among the samples
examined here.

The Pw and nm+ mass spectra' from the re-
actions w p - w w'p and w w'n are illustrated in
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Fig. 3(a). The low Nw ma, ss enhancement extend-
ing from 1.2 to 1.75 GeV complicates the esti-
mate of N*(1730)-Nw contribution. Neverthe-
less, we note that there is no marked enhance-
ment centered at the 1730 MeV. We do, how-
ever, see some excess of events in the nr' mass
spectrum centered at the 1660 MeV mass region
[Fig. 3(a)] indicating maybe some weak signal of
the N, i,*(1680) decaying predominantly into nw'

(shaded) and not Pm because the isospin of the
N, ~~*(1680) is —,'. We have fitted the mass spec-
trum [Fig. 3(a)] with various reasonable assumed
backgrounds in order to examine the possibility
that this 1660 MeV enhancement could be shifted
to 1730 MeV. The fits we obtained give the mass
value of 1670+15 MeV, a value significantly dif-
ferent from 1730*15MeV. We have also studied

the systematic mass shifts of ~N and wrp from
the two-prong samples (wwN) and four-prong sam-
ples (wnwP), and find the possible systematic
shift is too small in comparison with the statis-
tical error to be significant. We therefore con-
sider the nr' enhancement at 1670 + 15 MeV is
not consistent with the mass value of 1730+ 15
MeV. Furthermore, we have observed the
N, i, *(1680) in the reactions n P —woN, i,*(1680)
—m'(~ P)' and w'P —w'N, g, *(1680)'- m'(w'n)' as
shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) where the position
as well as signal of the N, i,*(1680) are better
defined than those shown in Fig. 3(a). From the
charge independence we expect the production of
N, i,*(1680)' from the reaction w P —w N, ~,*(1680)'
—w (7t'N)

' to be at least 40 events [in Fig. 3(a) ]
via the triangle inequality relationship as fol-
lows:

[o(v-p-r-N„, *(1680)')]»') [2o(m p-~'N, *(1680)')]' ' [v(z'p-z'N», *(1680)')]' '.
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FIG. 4. The AE+ mass spectrum where A decay
is visible in the chamber.

This result gives us further confidence that n&+

enhancement at 1660 MeV in the reaction & p
& n is due to the expected production of

N»2*(1680) and not N*(1730) -N&. Finally, we
give an estimate of 2+ 10 pb for any N "(1730)
-(») contribution from the reactions & p
-m N*(1730)-v (Nv)+.

The Pg(550) mass spectrum (not shown) from
& p-& pq-& p&'& (&') or (y) does not seem to
exhibit any structure in the 1730-MeV region,
and an estimate of 1.5+ 1.5 pb may be made. A
clear enhancement of -25+ 5 events is observed
in the AK+ channel (Fig. 4) with mass and width
similar to the 1730-Me V enhancement observed
in the P&+7t decay mode. This corresponds to a
branching fraction into AK+ of -2 /0 and is clearly
incompatible with the accepted value' of &0.1 /q

for N», *(1680). In addition, the slope &(AK ) of
the production differential cross section of AK

channel is 6+ 2 GeV ' for I ti &0.5 GeV'. This is

again consistent with the p& & enhancement in
the 1730-MeV mass region. If we assume that
these effects in AK+ and p&+v are due to the
same resonant state, then the isospin must be &.
If we assume all effects observed here in the
1730 mass region to be one object, then we can
summarize the two-body decay rates of the
N*(1730) as follows:

v p-v N*(1730)

-(Nz)', 2.0a10.0 pb;

-pq, 1.5+1.5 pb;

I-AK', 2.0+0.5 pb.

In the context of SU(3) symmetry, we use the
three experimental decay rates of the N*(1730)
into baryon-meson systems (N&, Nrl, AK) and
compare with SU(3) predictions. Because of
small experimental rates with large errors into
two-body modes for the N*(1730), our results do
not enable us to distinguish between the 8, 10,
and 27 representations. It is, however, interest-
ing to note that the D/(D++) ratio for an octet
assignment of this N* is 0.3+0.2.

In summary, we have established that the
N*(1730) -»& and the well-known N», *(1680)
are two different states, based on the difference
in mass as well as decay rates into the N& and
AK systems. Further we have shown that &(1236)&
does not contribute to the +«decay mode of
N», *(1730).
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~The (~+n+ neutrals) spectrum consists of events
having a mass of n +neutral(s) &1.090 GeV. 'The (P +neu-
trals) spectrum contains events with mass of neutrals

0.5 QeV.
The n~+ events are selected with 0.790- MM- 1.090

GeV while P~ events are required to have -0.3- MM- 0.4 GeV, g,probability greater than 10%, and no fit
to the elastic hypothesis.
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We construct and study six—and eight-charged-pion amplitudes. Factorization pro-
perties of the parent m trajectory show the ~ and A~ to be simple and the z(2 ) to be a
double state reminiscent of the A.2 doubling.

The structure of the N-point dual amplitudes is
currently the subject of much study. Fubini and
Veneziano' and others' have shown that it is
likely that there is a large degenex'acy of states
in order to maintain duality. One major draw-
back of the model amplitudes considered ls that
they lack several basic ingredients that physical
amplitudes must possess. Hence, the investiga-
tions are performed with the hope that the pro-
perties established on the basis of these models
will sux'vive the modifications required by real-
istic amplitudes. As shown below, they do not,
and radical changes occux' when the intercepts
ax'e allowed to be posltlve. As a consequence
the particle spectrum is changed and in the case
under study the degeneracy of the leading tra-
jectory is affected, providing for doubling of the
spin-2 and higher states, in a way reminiscent
of the A, splitting.

First we report on a general method to con-
struct X-point functions for arbitrary trajecto-
ries. For reasons stated below we will special-
ize in the six- and eight-point functions. We have
not solved a11 the standing problems of the N-
point functions but we have been able to make a
choice that bypasses all difficulties. ' Our am-
plitude is an exact representation of the (2N)~+,

(a)V)& amplitude when the three-body channels
are dominated by the pion trajectory. Our iso-
spin and parity are well defined in all channels
and, as long as the contributions of other tra-
jectol'les Rl'6 Rddltlve (Rs tlley Rl'6 gellel'Rlly be-
lieved to be), our solution is the most general
one.

(a) All the relevant singularities, (b) Regge be-
havior, (c) bootstrap condition, and (d) absence
of ghosts, are conditions explicitly obeyed by
our formulas. We have no analytic expression
but a construction procedure only. We have
studied in detail the six-point function and some
aspects of the eight-point one. One of the most
interesting questions is the level structure. Both
p and A, are simple states. However, the 2 on
the leading trajectory is doubled. These conclu-
sions cannot be affected by the higher-order func-
tions. We have not solved the factorization prob-
lem in general. The number of states depends
on the number of external legs as opposed to the
case in Ref. 1. Nevertheless, fox fixed 4, there
is a finite number of diagrams that contribute to
the level structure. Since we have computed only
the six-point function we completely determined
the degeneracy of the three lowest ones on the
leading trajectory. No statement can be made on


